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Abstrat. Semi-abelian and nitely oomplete homologial ategories are harater-
ized in terms of four resp. three simple axioms, in terms of the basi ategorial notions
introdued in the rst few hapters of MaLane's lassial book. As an immediate ap-
pliation we show that ategories of diagrams in semi-abelian and similar ategories are
of the same type; in partiular, the ategory of simpliial or Γ-objets in a semi-abelian
ategory is semi-abelian.
The notion and theory of abelian ategories play a ruial role in homologial algebra,
algebrai geometry and many other elds for a long time. From the very beginning,
however, various attempts were made to establish a onvenient generalization whih would
inlude the ategory of groups, as it shares many key features with abelian ategories,
in partiular most properties of exat sequenes inluding all lassial diagram lemmas.
Nevertheless, a satisfatory solution of this problem was ahieved only around the early
2000's, in establishing the notions and theory of homologial and semi-abelian ategories
(see [15℄, [7℄). These notions are powerful enough to ensure a maximum of desirable
properties (in partiular, all diagram lemmas of homologial algebra), but are also general
enough to over a maximum of interesting examples: all ategories of algebrai objets
having a group law as part of the struture and admitting a zero objet, are semi-abelian.
This inludes the ategories of groups and of Lie algebras, and more generally, the ategory
of algebras over any redued operad. But also the ategories of rossed modules, of
C∗-algebras and of ompat Hausdor-spaes are semi-abelian, and so are ategories of
diagrams with values in a semi-abelian ategory (see Theorem 7 below). In partiular,
this inludes ategories of simpliial or Γ-objets in any of the foregoing ategories, whih
ruially our in algebrai topology. A omprehensive and well written aount of the
fundamental theory of semi-abelian and similar ategories is given in [7℄. However, the
very denition of a semi-abelian ategory as being a pointed, exat and protomodular
ategory with nite sums, may appear awkward to a working mathematiian. So the aim
of this paper is not to ontribute to the development of the theory itself, but to remedy this
unonveniene by providing a haraterization of homologial and semi-abelian ategories
in very basi terms, and thus to render these notions more attrative for a wider publi.
This seems to be desirable as not only the authors are onvined that the theory of semi-
abelian ategories will play a similarly fundamental role in future mathematis as the
theory of abelian ategories does nowadays. For example, important foundations of semi-
abelian homologial and homotopial algebra are layed in the work of Van der Linden and
others, see e.g. [9℄, [16℄, [11℄.
1
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To state our main result right away onsider the following axioms about a ategory C,
where we denote by kernel or okernel the orresponding injetion or projetion arrow,
resp.
A1. C is pointed and has nite produts and oproduts, and equalizers and oequalizers;
hene it has all nite limits and olimits;
A2. For any split epimorphism p : X → Y with setion s : Y → X and with kernel
k : K[p] →֒ X , the arrow < k, s >: K ∐ Y → X is a okernel;
A3. The pullbak of a okernel is a okernel;
A4. The image of a kernel by a okernel is a kernel.
Note that when C is the ategory of groups, axiom A2 says that a semi-diret produt
group G = N ⋊ T is generated by N and T .
Reall from [7℄ that roughly speaking, homologial ategories are designed to make all
the lemmas of homologial algebra hold, while semi-abelian ategories are homologial but
also allow for additional onstrutions suh as, notably, semi-diret produts and rossed
modules, see also [8℄, [14℄.
Theorem. A ategory C is nitely oomplete homologial if and only if it satises the
three axioms A1-A3, and is semi-abelian i it satises all the four axioms A1-A4.
The proof is ahieved at the end of setion 2 below.
Remarks.
1) The notion of a kernel or a okernel an be dened in any pointed ategory as
(o)equalizers; hene axioms A1-A3 are indeed stated in ategorial terms; also note that
a okernel always is the okernel of its kernel if the latter exists (here assured by axiom
A1). The notion of an image, however, requires the setting of regular ategories, where
any morphism f an be fatored (uniquely up to isomorphism) as a regular epimorphism
followed by a monomorphism (a regular epimorphism is a morphism whih is a oequal-
izer). This monomorphism, onsidered as a subobjet, is the image of f . And it will be
shown below that ategories satisfying Axioms A1 and A2 (or even some weakened form
of these axioms) and A3 are regular ; so Axiom A4 makes sense when Axioms A1, A2
and A3 hold.
2) The axioms are stated in terms of okernels, but at every plae in these axioms
okernel may be replaed by regular epimorphism, whih is more ommon in papers
in this eld. In fat, it follows from Lemma 1 and Proposition 3 below that in a ategory
satisfying Axiom A1 and a weaker form of Axiom A2 in whih okernel is replaed by
regular epimorphism, any regular epimorphism is a okernel.
Moreover, a homologial ategory is nitely oomplete if and only if it has nite sums
and oequalizers of (internal) equivalene relations. For a given ategory, existene of the
latter often is easily heked (an internal equivalene relation in many onrete ate-
gories essentially is a ongruene), so the main diulty in proving (nite) oompleteness
onsists of the proof of existene of (nite) sums. This haraterization of nite oom-
pletess is expliitly shown in [7℄ (though expressed in a slightly dierent way, beause of
the exatness ondition), in the stronger ase of semi-abelian ategories, but just a few
words have to be hanged in the proof to get this slightly stronger result. We point this
out beause interesting examples of nitely oomplete homologial ategories whih are
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not semi-abelian do atually exist (e.g. the ategory of topologial groups, or the ategory
of pairs of groups in setion 1 below).
Finally, we advertize that in forthoming work the authors study speial semi-abelian
ategories alled nilpotent (ategories of nilpotent groups or algebras being the guiding
examples, and where abelian ategories are just those of nilpoteny lass 1); this provides
a ategorial foundation for quadrati algebra (and of non-linear algebra of higher degree,
later on) whih was inaugurated in [2℄ and is further developped by Baues, Jibladze,
Pirashvili, Muro, and more reently, also by Gaudier, Goihot and the authors, see for
instane the referenes [1℄-[6℄, [10℄ and [13℄. This theory will be presented to a wider
publi in a forthoming book on quadrati algebra jointly written by several of the above
authors.
1. Finitely omplete protomodular pointed ategories
We start by realling some elementary fats; arefully explained details about these
notions an be found in [7℄. All the ategories onsidered here are nitely omplete.
Reall that a strong epimorphism is a morphism q : X → Y suh that if it fators
through a monomorphism m : Z →֒ Y , then this monomorphism is an isomorphism. In
a nitely omplete ategory, a strong epimorphism indeed is an epimorphism, and any
regular epimorphism is strong. A morphism whih is both a monomorphism and a strong
epimorphism is an isomorphism. Also reall that a family (fi : Xi → Y ) of morphisms
with same odomain is epimorphi if and only if for any pair of morphisms u, v : Y → Z,
suh that ufi = vfi for all i, one has u = v. Intuitively, the family overs Y . A strongly
epimorphi family is a family (fi : Xi → Y ) of morphisms with same odomain suh that if
all fi's fatorize through the same monomorphismm : Z →֒ Y , then this monomorphism is
an isomorphism. For instane, the injetions of the verties of a diagram into its olimit
(when it exists) form a strongly epimorphi family. Here again, in a nitely omplete
ategory, a strongly epimorphi family is epimorphi.
Finally reall that a pointed ategory is a ategory with a zero objet, i.e. an objet
0 whih is both initial and nal. Then for any two objets X, Y there exists a unique
morphism 0XY whih fators through 0; obviously one has 0Y Z0XY = 0XZ . That's why
one usually omits the indies. The kernel of a morphism then is the equalizer of this
morphism and the zero arrow, and its okernel is, when it exists, their oequalizer. The
notions of epimorphism, strong epimorphism, regular epimorphism and okernel do not
oinide in general; but in homologial ategories, the latter three do.
We give two examples of ategories in whih not any epimorphism is strong; they also
are of interest, beause they turn out to be omplete and oomplete homologial, but
not semi-abelian.
The ategory of topologial groups (or more generally of topologial T-algebras, where
T is a protomodular algebra), is homologial, omplete and oomplete (see [7℄). However
in this ategory (whih is not exat hene not semi-abelian), any surjetive ontinuous
map is an epimorphism, while regular morphisms (quotients) are open surjetions.
The following ategory is another example, whih plays an important role in quadrati
algebra.
Consider the ategory whose objets are ordered pairs (G,A) where G is a (neessarily
2-step nilpotent) group and A a subgroup of G suh that G′ ⊆ A ⊆ Z(G), where G′
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and Z(G) respetively denote the derived subgroup and the enter of G. A morphism
f between two suh objets (G,A) and (H,B) is a group morphism f between G and
H suh that f(A) ⊆ B. It is obvious that any morphism whih, simply onsidered as a
group morphism, is an epimorphism, also is an epimorphism in this ategory. But suh a
morphism is not always regular. Indeed, onsider two morphisms f, g : (G,A)→ (H,B) in
this ategory. It is easy to ompute their oequalizer : if q : B → Q is their oequalizerin
the ategory of groups, then (Q, q(B) is an objet in our ategory and q obviously is a
morphism (G,B) → (Q, q(B)) whih is the oequalizer of f and g. So, forgetting about
(G,A), if a morphism q : (H,B)→ (Q,C) is a regular morphism in our ategory, then not
only q is a group epimorphism, but also q(B) = C. Note that sine any group epimorphism
is regular (even is a okernel), this neessary ondition is also a suient one. So if G is a
2-step nilpotent group in whih G′ $ Z(G), then the morphism 1G : (G,G′)→ (G,Z(G))
is an epimorphism whih is not strong.
Of ourse, the notion of kernel (and of okernel) is of no interest in general pointed
ategories, beause it arries not enough information (onsider for instane the ase of
the ategory of pointed sets). The protomodularity ondition, however, whih will turn to
be equivalent (for a nitely omplete pointed ategory) to ondition (A) in the following
lemma, is strong enough to make these notions interesting.
We do not reall the notion of a protomodular ategory here, but just reall that
Proposition 3.1.2. of [7℄ states that a pointed ategory is protomodular if and only if it
has pullbaks of split epimorphisms along any map, and if the "split short ve lemma"
holds, meaning that in the following ommutative diagram with Ker(q) = i, Ker(p) = k,
qr = 1W , ps = 1Y , nq = pm, mr = sn and mi = kl, if the outer vertial arrows l and n
are isomorphisms, then so is the entral one :
1 // K[q]
l

i // Z
q
//
m

W
roo
n

// 1
1 // K[p]
k // X
p
// Y
soo // 1
Lemma 1. Let C be a nitely omplete pointed ategory. Consider the following ondi-
tions :
(A) For any split epimorphism p : X → Y with setion s : Y → X and with kernel
k : K[p] →֒ X, the pair (k, s) is a strongly epimorphi family.
(B) Let f, g : A⇒ B be a parallel pair of epimorphisms with ommon setion s : B → A.
Let k : K[f ] → A be the kernel of f . Then a morphism q : B → C is a oequalizer of f
and g if and only if it is a okernel of gk.
In other (but less preise) terms, "the oequalizer of f and g is the okernel of the
restrition of g to Ker(f)"
(C) Any morphism whose kernel is 0 is a monomorphism.
(D) For any ommutative diagram of the following type, if i = Ker(q) and if l, k and
n are monomorphisms, then so is m.
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K[q]
l


 i // Z
m

q
// W
n

K

 k // X
p
// Y
(Of ourse kl an be replaed by any monomorphism K[q] →֒ X, but we present the
diagram in this way to show the analogy with the short ve lemma situation where moreover
k is a kernel and q, p are (split) regular epimorphisms).
(E) Any regular epimorphism is a okernel.
Then the following impliations hold in C : (A)⇒ (B)⇒ (C)⇔ (D) and (B)⇒ (E).
Proof. (A) implies (B): Consider f, g, s, k as in ondition (B). Then for a morphism h :
B → D we have hf = hg if and only if hgk = 0. Indeed, (k, s) being a (strong) epimorphi
family, hf = hg is equivalent to hfk = hgk and hfs = hgs. Sine fs = gs = 1B and
fk = 0, this is equivalent to hgk = 0. Therefore, a morphism q is a oequalizer of f and
g if and only if it is a okernel for kg.
(B) implies (C): Let f : A→ B be a morphism whose kernel is the null objet. Consider
p1, p2 : P [f ]→ A be the kernel pair of f . It is well-known in general that for any morphism
f , the kernel of f also is the kernel of p2, more preisely that if k : K[f ] →֒ A is the kernel
of f , then the only fatorization l : K[f ] → P [f ] suh that p2l = 0 and p1l = k, whih
exists beause fk = f0 = 0, is the kernel of p2. Thus here the kernel of p2 is 0 : 0→ P [f ].
But p1 and p2 are two parallel epimorphisms with ommon setion δ (the diagonal arrow).
Hene by (B), sine the identity of A is a okernel of 0→ A, it is also a oequalizer of p1
and p2, whih lassially haraterizes the fat that f is a monomorphism.
(C) is equivalent to (D): Consider a diagram as in (D). By (C), we have to show that
if u : U → Z is suh that mu = 0, then u = 0. But if mu = 0, then pmu = nqu = 0,
hene qu = 0 sine n is a monomorphism. So u fators through K[q], say u = iv.
Then klv = miv = mu = 0, hene sine kl is a monomorphism, u = 0 as required.
Conversely, sine in any pointed ategory any map with soure 0 is a monomorphism, the
following diagram shows that if 0 is the kernel of a map f and if (D) holds, then f is a
monomorphism.
0

 0 // Z
f

f
// W
0

 0 // W W
(B) implies (E): Consider a morphism q whih is the oequalizer of a parallel pair of
morphisms X
f
//
g
// Y . Then it is well-known that q is also the oequalizer of its kernel
pair (p1, p2) whih is the pullbak of q along itself. But this kernel pair admits the diagonal
as a ommon setion, hene by (B) its oequalizer also is a okernel. 
Proposition 2. The following properties 1) - 3) are equivalent for a nitely omplete
pointed ategory C :
1) C is protomodular.
2) For any split epimorphism p : X → Y with setion s : Y → X and with kernel
k : K[p] →֒ X, the pair (k, s) is a strong epimorphi family (Condition (A) above).
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3) a) C satises the "split short ve lemma for strong epis", meaning that in the fol-
lowing ommutative diagram with Ker(q) = i, Ker(p) = k, qr = 1W , ps = 1Y , nq = pm,
mr = sn and mi = kl, if the outer vertial arrows l and n are strong epis (not neessarily
isomorphisms), then so is the entral one :
1 // K[q]
l

i // Z
q
//
m

W
roo
n

// 1
1 // K[p]
k // X
p
// Y
soo // 1
and b) in C any morphism whose kernel is the zero objet, is a monomorphism (ondi-
tion (C) above).
Proof. 1) implies 2):
Let C be a protomodular ategory and p : X → Y be a split epimorphism with
setion s : Y → X and with kernel k : K[p] →֒ X . To prove that the pair (k, s) is a
strong epimorphi family, onsider a monomorphism m : Z → X and two fatorizations
f : K[p] → Z and t : Y → Z of k and s through m, hene mf = k and mt = s. We
have to show that m is an isomorphism. But under these onditions pm : Z → Y is
split epi, with setion t, sine pmt = ps = 1Y . Moreover 1Y (pm) = (pm), mt = s1Y
and mf = 1Kk. We now laim that f is the kernel of pm. Indeed, rst of all pmf = 0.
Seondly, f obviously is a monomorphism. And if u : W → Z is suh that pmu = 0, then
sine k is the kernel of p, mu fators through k, say mu = kv. But then mfv = kv = mu,
so sine m is a monomorphism, fv = u. This gives the (unique) fatorization as required.
So we may apply the split short ve lemma to the following situation :
1 // K[p]
f
// Z
pm
//
m

Y
too // 1
1 // K[p]
k // X
p
// Y
soo // 1
to onlude that m is an isomorphism as required.
2) implies 3a): Consider the following ommutative diagramwhere Ker(q) = i, Ker(p) =
k, qr = 1W , ps = 1Y , nq = pm, mr = sn andmi = kl, and the outer vertial arrows l and
n are strong epimorphisms. We have to show that m is a strong epimorphism as well, i.e.
that if m fators through some monomorphism u : T →֒ X, then this monomorphism is
an isomorphism.
1 // K[q]
l

i // Z
q
//
m

W
roo
n

// 1
1 // K[p]
k // X
p
// Y
soo // 1
Beause of ondition 2), (k, s) is a strongly epimorphi family. But then, sine l and n
are strong epimorphisms, (kl, sn) also is a strongly epimorphi family. And if m fators
through the monomorphism u, then so do mi and mr, hene also kl and sn ; and sine
these form a strongly epimorphi family, u is an isomorphism.
Of ourse 2) implies 3b), as shown in Lemma 1.
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3) implies 1): in the situation of the split short ve lemma with the outer vertial arrows
being isomorphisms, the entral arrow is a mono beause of (D) in Lemma 1 (whih is
equivalent to (C)), and is a strong epimorphism beause of the "split short ve lemma for
strong epis". Hene it is an isomorphism as required. 
2. Homologial ategories, finitely oomplete homologial ategories,
semi-abelian ategories
Proposition 3. A nitely omplete pointed ategory with nite sums is protomodular if
and only if it satises the following ondition
(F) For any split epimorphism p : X → Y with setion s and kernel k : K → X, the
fatorization (k, s) : K
∐
Y → X is a strong epimorphism.
Proof. Indeed, it is a general fat that in a, say nitely omplete ategory with nite
sums, a family (f1, f2) of morphisms Xi → X is strongly epimorphi if and only if the
fatorization (f1, f2) : X1
∐
X2 → X is a strong epimorphism. 
We now are interested in homologial ategories, and an partiular nitely oomplete
ones. Reall that aording to [7℄, a homologial ategory is a pointed, regular and
protomodular ategory. Regularity means that the ategory is nite omplete, that the
pullbak of any regular morphism along any map is a regular morphism, and that kernel-
pairs have a oequalizer (the kernel pair of a morphism is the parallel pair formed by the
two projetion in the pullbak of the morphism along itself)
Notie that in Proposition 5.1.3. of [7℄, where it is proved that every semi-abelian
ategory C is nitely oomplete, they only use the fat that the ategory is homologial
with nite sums, and oequalizers of equivalene relations do exist in C. Indeed, given
a pair of parallel morphisms, they onstrut an equivalene relation whose oequalizer is
the same, if it exists, as the oequalizer of this pair, and they use exatness to onlude
that this oequalizer exists beause an equivalene relation is a kernel pair. So the full
exatness is not really needed, existene of oequalizers of equivalene relations sues.
This is an interesting fat, beause there are examples of ategories whih are homologial
and have sums and (easily omputable) oequalizers of equivalene relations, but whih
are not exat (for instane, topologial vetor spaes, but also modules over a square
ringoid (see [10℄).
So we have proved :
Proposition 4. A ategory is homologial and nitely oomplete if and only if it is
pointed, nitely omplete, satises ondition (F) in Proposition 3, has nite sums, has
oequalizers of equivalene relations, and pullbaks of regular epimorphisms are regular
epimorphisms.
Note that the two last onditions express slightly more than regularity, but signiantly
less than exatness.
Finally, we provide a haraterization of exatness in the ase of a homologial ategory:
Proposition 5. A homologial ategory is exat if and only if in this ategory, equivalene
relations have a oequalizer and the image of a kernel by a regular epimorphism itself is
a kernel.
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Proof. The ondition is neessary : existene of oequalizers of equivalene relations in
exat ategories is obvious. The seond ondition is an immediate onsequene of Propo-
sitions 3.2.7. and 3.2.20 of [7℄.
Conversely, suppose that the onditions are satised; we show that the ategory is
exat.
Let R
r0 //
r1
// X
δ
zz
be an equivalene relation, we must prove that it is a kernel pair
relation. By hypothesis, it has a oequalizer q : X → Q whih itself has a kernel pair
(provided with its diagonal σ) : P
p0 //
p1
// X
σ
zz
. Sine P (or more preisely the pair (p0, p1))
is the kernel pair of q and qr0 = qr1, there exists a unique morphism i : R→ P suh that
p0i = r0 and p1i = r1 as shown in this diagram :
R
r0
##
r1

∃!i
  
P
p0 //
p1

X
q

X q
// Q
or :
R
∃!i

r0 //
r1
// X
δ
zz
σll
q
// Q
P
p0
??








p1
??








So to insure that (r0, r1) is a kernel pair it sues to prove that i is mono and a regular
epi, hene an isomorphism.
The arrow i is a monomorphism. Consider two parallel morphisms a, b with target R.
We have to show that if ia = ib then a = b. But sine (r0, r1) is an equivalene relation, it
is a monomorphi family, so it sues to show that r0a = r0b and r1a = r1b whih means
p0ia = p0ib and p1ia = p1ib, whih is obvious.
The arrow i is a regular epimorphism.
Let K   k // R be the kernel of r0 and let K
p
// // L 
 l // X
be the regular epi-monomorphism
deomposition of r1k = p1ik (in other terms, L is the image by r1 of the subobjet K of
R). Consider the following diagram :
K

 k //
p

R r0
//
i

r1
 
X
δ
zz
P
p1

p0
// X
q

σ
zz
L

 l // X
q
// Q
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The only property to show to prove its ommutativity is σ = iδ. But sine P is a
pullbak, it sues to show that pjσ = pjiδ for j = 0, 1, whih is immediate sine one has
pjiδ = rjδ = 1X = pjδ.
Sine both p and r1 are regular epimorphisms, l is the image of the kernel k hene is
itself a kernel. On the other side, q is the oequalizer of r0 and r1, who have a ommon
setion δ. Hene, beause of (B) in Lemma 1, q is also the okernel of r1k, sine k is the
kernel of r0. So, q is the okernel of lp, hene of l sine p is a (regular) epimorphism.
Sine L is the kernel of q and P is a pullbak, it is well-known that l also is (isomorphi
to) the kernel of p0 ; more preisely, noting that in the following diagram q0 = ql, the
unique fatorization φ of 0 and l by p is the kernel of p0 :
P
p0 //
p1

X
q

L
0
$$
∃!φ
??

 l // X
q
// Q
Then we may apply the split short ve lemma for strong epimorphisms to the following
situation to onlude that i is a strong epimorphism.
K

 k //
p

R r0
//
i

X
δ
zz
L

 φ
// P p0
// X
σ
zz

We now are able to prove our theorem :
Theorem 6. A ategory C is nitely oomplete homologial if and only if it satises
the three axioms A1-A3, and is semi-abelian i it satises all the four axioms A1-A4.
Moreover, in axiom A1, not all nite olimits are needed : nite sums and oequalizers of
equivalene relations sue.
Proof. Let A1' be the ondition : C is pointed and has nite produts and oproduts,
all equalizers, and oequalizers of equivalene relations. We rst prove that any ategory
whih satises A1', A2 and A3 is nitely oomplete homologial. Of ourse, ondition
A2 implies ondition (F) in Proposition 3, hene implies protomodularity, so in view
of Proposition 4 it sues to prove that pullbaks of regular epimorphisms are regular
epimorphisms ; hene in view of axiom A3, it sues to show that axioms A1' and A2
imply that any regular epimorphism is a okernel. But by Proposition 2, C satises
ondition (A) of Lemma 1, hene any regular epimorphism indeed is a okernel.
Conversely, sine by the same argument, in any pointed protomodular ategory any
regular epimorphism is a okernel, it follows that any nitely oomplete homologial
ategory satises A1, A2 and A3.
Proposition 5 then ahieves the proof. 
Remark : It should be noted that for a regular ategory, Axiom A4 is equivalent with:
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A4'. In the following ommutative diagram, if f is a kernel, g and h are regular epimor-
phisms and k is a monomorphism, then k is a kernel.
A
g

f
// B
h

C
k
// D
and of ourse if A1' and A2 hold, then oequalizer may be replaed by okernel.
As an easy onsequene of our axioms we state the following result whih does not seem
to have been pointed out before :
Theorem 7. If I is a small ategory and if C is a pointed protomodular (resp homologial,
nitely oomplete homologial, semi-abelian) ategory , then so is the ategory CI of
funtors from I to C.
Proof. It is well-known that if limits of olimits of a speied type exist in C, then they
exist in CI , and are omputed pointwise. Moreover, sine nite limits exist in C hene in
CI , being a regular epimorphism an be rephrased as being the oequalizer of its kernel
pair, hene it is true for a natural transformation α in CI if and only if it is pointwise
true for eah αC in C. Also, being a monomorphism an be veried pointwise, beause
it an be expressed in terms of nite limits (in any ategory, a morphism f : A → B
is a monomorphism if and only if the pair (1A, 1A) is its kernel pair). And if okernels
exist, being a kernel may be rephrased as being the kernel of its okernel. So if one of
the axioms A1, A2, A3 holds in C, then it holds in CI . This is also true for axiom A4
(or more preisely its modied form A4') if a zero objet, nite limits and nite olimits
exist. So we have the result onerning nitely oomplete homologial and semi-abelian
ategories. For protomodular, homologial and exat homologial ategories, the only
axiom that needs some (very little !) work is protomodularity. But if k : K →֒ X is
the kernel of a morphism p : X → Y with setion s : Y → X in CI , and if k and s
fator through some monomorphismm : W →֒ X by, say, k = mk′ and s = ms′, then this
remains true pointwise, i.e. that eah kC is the kernel in C of pC , whih has setion sc, and
kc and sc fator through the monomorphismmC by k
′
c and s
′
c resp. So by protomodularity
in C eah mc is an isomorphism, hene so is m in CI . 
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